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By Charles Francis

Troubador Publishing, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Light after Dark I is a collection of well-established, but up-to-date, science, both
from theory and observation, including material from Charles Francis published papers. Francis
considers arguments, both for and against, two of the most controversial ideas in modern
cosmology. Based on established physics, he suggests that unobserved and exotic substances, cold
dark matter and dark energy, can be replaced by an improved understanding of the creation of
large scale structure following the Big Bang. The structures and the physics of the universe as we
observe it are described and placed in the context of Big Bang cosmology. Further topics include
large scale structure, entropy and the arrow of time, the creation of the elements, the structure and
evolution of galaxies and stars, Newtonian gravity, the structure of the Milky Way and other spiral
galaxies, galaxy rotation curves and Friedmann cosmology. This fascinating exploration of the
universe as it is revealed by physical theory and the observations of astronomers will appeal to
students of astronomy and astrophysicists, and anyone intrigued by the universe in which we live.
Written without equations and with helpful explanations of physical...
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ReviewsReviews

This written book is excellent. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and useful. You may like how the article writer write this ebook.
-- Da yton Str a cke I-- Da yton Str a cke I

The publication is great and fantastic. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You will like how the article writer publish this publication.
-- Mr s. Alta  K ling  V-- Mr s. Alta  K ling  V
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